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The collections are groups of related objects held by the museum. They can be organized by a donor; environments such as sculpture, artist, period of time; or disciplines such as archaeology. While curators focus on exhibitions and conservators focus on restoration, museum collection managers are watching for preservation. They provide what New York museum collector Becky Fifield calls the physical
and intellectual aspects of the works in the collection. One of the key responsibilities of collection managers is to inventory each item in the designated collection. Inventory requires individual measurement, evaluation, description and photographing of the contents of the collection and recording their location in the museum. Collecting this information, the collection manager enters it into the database for
use by museum staff. Museums use cataloguing to track their holdings. Each item is assigned a unique affiliation number used to communicate related records, such as invoices and origin, or trace of property and exhibition history. Catalogues of collection managers operate under its responsibility in accordance with a set of standards known as SPECTRUM, used by museums around the world. According
to the National Park Service, information in the museum's catalog can be as valuable as the items in them. The collections manager labels each item with its own accession number as part of the documentation process. The managers of the collections supervise the physical care of the museum's possessions. They monitor temperature and humidity, pest infestation and cleaning. Proper storage, including
the selection of archival materials, is also subject to their responsibility. When exhibits are leased to another museum, the collection manager ensures that they are packaged properly and can accompany them to their destination. Some museums assign responsibility for emergency preparedness to their collection managers. Depending on the size of the museum, collection managers may be involved in
the purchase of new works or items. They create offer cards on which they hold information about items that are available for purchase. For donations, the collection manager often serves as a point of contact between donors and the museum. Regardless of how the items may get into the museum, the collection manager with responsibility for the acquisition determines their fit to the collection, ensures
that there are sufficient resources to care for them and adheres to the policy of museum collections. Some museums call their collections managers registrars. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, they often need at least a bachelor's degree. Employers value a degree in the field of specialty more than general museum education. Some museums prefer candidates with master's degrees; others
emphasize previous museum experience. They are also looking for strong computer skills, as well as the ability to work with other people. The need for technical knowledge derived from postgraduate studies The problem for potential museum executives is because of the limited number of educational programs available, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Those entering the field can expect a
competitive labor market: the bureau expects a less than 10 percent increase in demand for these museum professionals between 2010 and 2020. Based on bureau statistics, this competitive career paid an average salary of $37,310 in 2010, with the highest 10% earning more than $68,250, while the lowest 10% salary was less than $24,440. He began writing about the author Trudy Bruno in 1992. Her
work has appeared in newspapers quarterly, Pennsylvania Health and You, Designer and Tribune-Review. Her domestic and international experience includes human resources, advertising, marketing, product and retail leadership positions. She holds a master's degree in international business administration from the University of South Carolina. Friendly warning! We work hard to be precise. But this is an
unusual time, so please make sure the seats remain open. Located on the grounds of two World Fairs, M has one of Gotham's most amazing attractions: New York City's Panorama, a 9,335-square-foot scale model from five neighborhoods, created for the 1964 exposition and featuring Lilliputian models of landmarks. The museum underwent expansion to double the size of its galleries in 2013, as well as
adding public space events, two new entrances and a glass facade facing the Grand Central Parkway. In 2015, a new branch of the Public Library of the city will open in the new space. Published: Wednesday October 6 2010 Address: Flushing Meadows-Corona Park queens 11368 Transport: Metro: 7 to Mets-Willetts Pt Price: Recommended donation $8, Seniors and students $4, children under 12 free
contact: queensmuseum.org Call Venue 718-592-9700 Opening hours: St Sun 11am-5pm Do you own this business? Courtesy of the Museum of Bread Culture Advertising - Continue reading below the presidential archives: Letters, Hair and Fossils; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Twine Ball Museum; Darwin, Minnesota Home of the largest twine ball in the world, made by one man, the museum features a
grandiose work by Francis A. Johnson. The attraction has become so popular with locals that the city hosts Twine Ball Every Year. Yes, it is a real work of art exhibited in this museum. And you may be surprised to hear that there are three Museum Bad Art outposts in the Boston area, with the main campus in Dedham. Dog Collar Museum; Kent, UK Just one of the attractions in Leeds Castle, the Dog
Collar Museum has 130 historical works, with the oldest that once belonged to the Mastiff Shepherd, dating back to the late 15th century. Animal lovers may be disappointed to learn that no dog wanders around the museum grounds. Toilets and their long history are rarely discussed, but if you are fascinated by a good flush, Sulabh International Museum toilets toilets Perfect for you. The oldest model in the
collection dates back to 25000 BC by the British Lawnmower Museum; Southport, UK Landscape fans will feel at home here. Featuring a collection of 200 unique lawn mowers - including the first solar mower - the museum has become a leading supplier of household tools. Creepy or fascinating? We'll let you judge that. Throughout the museum, thousands of strands of hair line the wall, some accompanied
by notes and images. In fact, visitors are encouraged to add a few strands of their own hair to the expansive collection before leaving. International Museum of Cryptozoology; Portland, Maine-cooling myths and thawed tales have long surrounded Big Foot, The Devil's Jersey, and a number of other fictional un-confirmed species for decades. This museum explores evidence that they simply can exist
outside of folklore. Oodles and a bunch of instant noodles are what you'll find in this Japanese museum. It's like reliving your college days over and over again. The Lunchbox Museum; Columbus, Georgia It will also take you back to school days - your elementary school days, that is. Georgia Lunchbox Museum offers a touching look at some of your favorite childhood characters. But the value of these
dining buckets is very adult. Some of them cost more than $2,500. As the world's largest underwater museum, there is something to see. Found in the picturesque waters of the Mexican Caribbean, the Underwater Sculpture Museum was in collaboration between artist Jason de Kaires Taylor and the National Marine Park. There are over 400 life-sized structures you can swim through. Sewer Museum;
Paris, France Paris, apparently, is all about the subway, and this unique museum allows you to explore the city's 1,640-foot historic sewerage system of light. Although it's been out of service for decades, we still recommend plugging your nose as you go through... The art on display here will make your mouth water. Discover the history of everyone's favorite carbohydrates, and learn how it has become
part of our daily diet. Meguro Paracitological Museum; Tokyo, Japan Warning: This museum is not for the faint of heart. It has various eerie, creeping samples from the wonderful word parasites - their words, not ours. The Banny Museum; Pasadena, Calif. To say that this Southern California chase is torn with rabbits would be an understatement. The museum was twice prepared in the Guinness Book of
Records for all its rabbit-breeding paraphernalia and having visitors from more than 40 different countries. Museum of Medieval Instruments of Torture; Amsterdam, Netherlands Here, explore Europe's painful past with more than 40 once used torture devices on display and historical engravings of real events. Museum of salt and pepper shakers; Gatlinburg, Tennessee Welcome to the world's only salt and
pepper shaker museum. The collection includes more than 20,000 pairs of shakers, shakers, There's an ever-growing array of pepper mills, too. Siriraj Medical Museum; Bangkok, Thailand Museum of Death. Excited to plan your visit? Pack your parachute and smart shoes, who knows what will unfold in the International Museum of Spies. Maybe an international mystery man himself, Austin Powers, will
even make a cameo? UFO Research Center; Roswell, New Mexico Flying Saucers, Martians, and lots of mystery. What's not to love about The Roswell UFO Museum? Circus World Museum; Baraboo, Wisconsin Nothing but clowning around will do at the Circus World Museum. Featuring an indoor and outdoor exhibition, he offers a look back at some of the world's most memorable circus acts and
memorabilia. Play Museum PEZ memorabilia; Pasadena, California Every candy lover will find something to satisfy their sweet tooth here. Remember the PEZ? More than 900 special dispensers for sweet pieces have been produced since 1950, and this museum has them all. Maybe you prefer spicy foods? If so, the Carriwurst Museum will be right in your alley. Take a bite from Germany's famous love of
curry sausage. I'm screaming, you're screaming, we're all screaming... Ice cream? At least we do when we're in Italy. And if you can't deny yourself that second scoop, you'll enjoy learning all about history and making Italy's favorite dessert in this museum. The Archie Depo Museum; Tokyo, Japan Whether you're an architecture buff or longing for your children's dollhouse, Archi-Depot, a Tokyo museum
dedicated to architectural models, will meet your needs. Walk through rows of shelving displaying one mini building after another, created by some of Japan's leading architects. You find yourself wanting to shrink the rays were not just science fiction. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io norfolk museum services jobs. museum visitor services jobs. institute of museum and library services jobs. national emergency services museum jobs
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